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The rise of deep deep learning was enabled by two main factors: the availability of large amount of labelled data
and high computation power with GPUs. Recent works study self-supervised methods that allow to learn good and
transferable representations, without requiring any labels. Moreover, open-set learning search to align data groups
with unknown categories, via unsupervised learning.

We are particularly interested in finding such unsupervised data alignment with categories without any label, by
combining self-supervised methods generating numerous data representations as well as tensor clustering to combine
the information of each representation.

Concerning self-supervised learning for visual recognition, the first methods were based on rotations, and deep
clustering [2]. Later methods propose contrastive loss with several augmentations. This loss pulls together repre-
sentation of augmentations of the image of interest and pushes away representations of other dataset images. BYOL
[4] further proposed to combine this approach with teacher-student distillation. With the recent arrival of vision
transformers, iBOT [6] adds random masking of the patch tokens to further improve the representations.

Similar self-supervised methods can be used on text data to obtain another set of transferable representa-
tions. Indeed, if we consider textual data, several embeddings can be generated, such as BOW, static embeddings
(Word2vec, GloVe, etc.), contextual embeddings (Bert, Roberta, etc.), extracted entities, etc. However, it has been
proven that there is no better text representation [5], and the representation is chosen according to an empirical
evaluation of the researchers. In [1], the authors highlighted the impact of combining several representations on
clustering results using tensor structures, allowing us to benefit from the information diversity arising from different
representations.

In this work, we will extend the use of this type of approach [3] for image data. We will also develop an approach
to cluster objects into a large number of classes (hierarchical clustering), which current tensor clustering models are
not able to achieve.
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